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1 Management Summary 
This Cybersecurity QuickScan Report is the result of a Cybersecurity assessment that was executed 

for Contoso by QS solutions in July 2019. 

The report provides an action plan with security improvement initiatives that will help Contoso to 

improve its overall cybersecurity position. The report is not meant to be a detailed control review or 

a security audit. 

Contoso‘s cybersecurity maturity was measured through a questionnaire and by an automated scan 

of security related data from Contoso’s IT environment. With this measurement, a list of findings, 

recommendations and action items is provided. 

After answering the questionnaire for each of the Security Control Domains (described in the 

Appendix), the overall assessment of Contoso cybersecurity practice shows a Maturity Rating of: 

Basic (1) based on the lowest maturity score to a questionnaire answer. 

Level 1
Basic

Level 2
Standardized

Level 3
Rationalized

Level 4
Dynamic

ProactiveReactive

 

See chapter 2: Urgent Actions Items for the action list with the highest risk items. 

The average score is also calculated and can be used to track progress in future security scans. 

 

 

While Contoso‘s size, industry, regulatory environment, and other risk factors might influence the 

final recommendations associated with this global rating, at a high level given the current state of 

cybersecurity related threats and risks, Contoso‘s cybersecurity position has the following 

implications: 

• The programmatic aspects are reactive rather than mostly proactive. 

• The security risks facing the organization are generally understood 
although not in a managed way. 

• The organization is generally aware of the security threats it faces but not 
from a programmatic method. 

• The governance of the cybersecurity program is structured but not fully 
integrated with other governance areas. 

• The operational aspects of the cybersecurity program are not consistent 
or quantitatively managed and automated. 

• The organization’s employees are not completely aware of today’s 
cybersecurity threats and related training around security and privacy 
awareness. 
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2 Action Plan to improve Cybersecurity 

2.1 Urgent Action Items 
These are the Urgent Action items identified in the assessment. We recommend that the following 

items are assessed and where applicable acted on as the first priority: 

Topic Action Associated Software 
Products 

Urgent   

Data 
Management 

Use the Azure Information Protection (AIP) scanner to identify 

potential Personal Identifiable Information (PII) stored on your 

on-premises data and/or Office 365 Data Loss Prevention (DLP) 

to identify data across Office 365. The implementation of Office 

365 Data Governance can provide continuous insight. 

• Azure Information 

Protection (AIP) scanner  

• Office 365 Data Loss 

Prevention (DLP) 

• Office 365 Data 

Governance 

Identity Implement a cloud-based user directory such as Microsoft 
Azure Active Directory (AAD) and join all systems to the 
domain to allow centralized user authentication to systems 
and applications with Multi Factor Authentication (MFA) and 
Conditional Access. 

• Azure Active Directory 
(AAD)  

• Azure MFA  
• Conditional Access 

Data Apply storage encryption to at least the high-risk devices and 
systems, especially mobile devices like mobile phones, 
laptops and tablets are at risk. Use BitLocker within Windows 
10 for strong encryption with a Trusted Platform Module 
(TPM) chip. To roll out and enforce BitLocker on mobile 
devices it is advised to use Intune. 

• BitLocker, Intune 

Devices Initiate the implementation and rollout of Windows 10 and 
Microsoft Intune, starting with your mobile systems like 
laptops. Especially in cases of loss or theft it enables your to 
securely wipe your systems/device and safeguards the 
organization's data. 

• Microsoft Intune 

Apps Create an inventory of all software that you would like to 
allow from a corporate perspective. Use the benefits of Active 
Directory together with Windows 10 to restrict the usage of 
unwanted software with Windows Defender Application 
Control and/or AppLocker. Use Cloud App Security and 
Microsoft Defender ATP to gain continuous insight in the use 
of (unwanted)applications. 

• Microsoft AppLocker 
• Windows Defender 

Application Control 
• Cloud App Security 
• Microsoft Defender ATP 

Infrastructure Enable or implement Microsoft Defender ATP or equal. It 
provides EDR, antivirus, anti-malware and threat protection. 
The core components include a firewall and network 
protection services, account protection. Application and 
Browser control is also integrated into the suite. 

• Microsoft Defender ATP 
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2.2 Quick Wins 
The following actions are quick wins that can be considered for implementation by Contoso. 

Overview of the advised actions and products: 

Topic 
Action Associated Software 

Products 

Quick Wins   

Active Directory 
accounts 

• Review accounts with risky UAC details (see 
chapter 4.1.1) and remove these AD settings  

• Disable old/unused accounts.  

• Implement Multi Factor Authentication (MFA) 
for all user accounts. 

• Azure MFA 

Administrators • Review administrator accounts and clean up 
old/unused accounts  

• Azure Privileged Identity 
Management (PIM) 

Password policy • Enhance the password policy (see chapter 
4.1.4) 

• Azure MFA  

Operating systems • Migrate the (almost) end-of-life operating 
systems 

• Windows Server  

Windows updates • Roll out the available security patches on all 
endpoints.  

•  

Antivirus • Update the out of date antivirus definitions  •  

Firewalls • Enable the firewalls on all endpoints •  

Encryption • Enable BitLocker on all endpoints, starting with 
mobile devices 

• BitLocker 
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3 Cybersecurity Findings and Recommendations 

3.1 Organizational Security 
The Organizational Security category covers all the topics where an organizational decision is necessary. 

3.1.1 Score overview 

 

3.1.2 Advices 
Based on the questions you answered and the technical findings, the following is recommended to improve your cybersecurity status. These advices can be 

used within the organization to enhance the security or enhance the awareness.  

Urgent     

Topic Question Answer Advice Advised Products 

Policies and 
Processes 

Do you assess the risks 
related to all aspects of your 
organization's IT 
environment? 

No/Unknown Adopt a standard security framework such as ISO 27k, CIS, 
NIST or industry-specific standard which includes risk 
assessment practices. Microsoft Compliance Manager 
enables you to perform workflow-based risk assessments. 

Microsoft Compliance 
Manager 

Data 
Management 

Do you have accurate and 
up-to-date insight on the 

No/Unknown Use the Azure Information Protection (AIP) scanner to 
identify potential Personal Identifiable Information (PII) 

Azure Information 
Protection (AIP) 
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existence of Personal 
Identifiable Information 
(PII)? 

stored on your on-premises data and/or Office 365 Data Loss 
Prevention (DLP) to identify data across Office 365. The 
implementation of Office 365 Data Governance can provide 
continuous insight. 

scanner, Office 365 Data 
Loss Prevention (DLP), 
Office 365 Data 
Governance 

Data 
Management 

Do you classify and label 
information? 

No/Unknown Define an information classification policy and enforce it with 
the use of Azure Information Protection (AIP) and/or 
Windows Information Protection (WIP) in Windows 10. 

Azure Information 
Protection (AIP), 
Windows Information 
Protection (WIP) 

Data 
Management 

Do you have a data 
retention policy? 

No/Unknown Define a data retention policy and enforce it with the use of 
Office 365 Advanced Data Governance. 

Office 365 Advanced 
Data Governance 

Procedures Does the organization have 
an employee on- and 
offboarding procedure? 

No/Unknown Create and establish an on- and offboarding procedure for all 
employees. HR should be the initiator/requester, 
Management the approver and IT should have established 
procedures to follow-up on account (identity) creation, 
erasure and change requests. Azure AD P2 allows you to 
efficiently and safely manage identities, access and 
authorizations. 

Azure Active Directory 
(AAD) P2 

Strategy Do you have a cloud 
adoption strategy and 
migration plan for your on-
premise web-applications? 

No/Unknown Review your DevOps project practices and adopt a cloud-first 
approach for new (web) applications. The focus for existing 
web applications should be to check for compatibility with 
either Azure App Service or Azure VM's. Migration or 
transition towards Azure App Service gives you flexibility, 
scalability, cost efficiency and increased control over your 
web application deployments. 

Azure Compute (Azure 
App Service and Azure 
VM's) 

Strategy Do you have a cloud 
adoption strategy and 
migration plan for your on-
premise workloads, such as 
financial, ERP and HR 
systems? 

No/Unknown Initiate a strategic plan and create a migration plan towards 
Microsoft Azure and Microsoft 365 for your core workloads. 
Initially focus on the legacy workloads within your on-premise 
IT infrastructure and map them to their cloud equivalent. 

Microsoft Azure, Office 
365, Dynamics 365 
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High     

Topic Question Answer Advice Advised 
Products 

Policies and 
Processes 

Do you have a 
security/privacy policy 
and associated 
procedures? 

A basic security and privacy 
policy is available. 

Implementing Microsoft Compliance Manager can help you 
to meet complex compliance obligations, including the EU 
GDPR, ISO 27001, ISO 27018, NIST 800- 53, NIST 800- 171, 
and HIPAA. 

Microsoft 
Compliance 
Manager 

Procedures How do you get aware of 
global security threats? 

Following regular news 
channels for information 
related to rapid 
cyberattacks and threats. 

Sign up for security newsletters from you IT vendors and 
daily check security blogs to get aware of the essential 
information regarding precautionary actions such as critical 
security patches as well as guidance once a threat has 
become an outbreak. 

 

 

3.2 IT Security 
The IT Security category covers the protection strategies on the organization’s identities, data, devices, apps and infrastructure. The organization’s data is 

possibly accessible from any location by any system/device, therefore the organization’s data must be protected by taking technical measures.  
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3.2.1 Score Overview 

 

3.2.2 Advices 
Based on the questions you answered and the technical findings, the following is recommended to improve your cybersecurity status. These advices can be 

used within the organization to enhance the security and to enhance the awareness.  

Urgent     

Topic Question Answer Advice Advised Products 

Identity Do you have a centralized User 
Directory for authentication? 

No/Unknown Implement a cloud-based user directory such as Microsoft 
Azure Active Directory (AAD) and join all systems to the 
domain to allow centralized user authentication to systems 
and applications with Multi Factor Authentication (MFA) 
and Conditional Access. 

Azure Active Directory 
(AAD), Azure MFA, 
Conditional Access 

Identity Do you have a strict password 
and account lockout policy, 
together with Multi Factor 
Authentication (MFA) and Risk 
Based Authentication? 

No/Unknown Implement Azure Multi Factor Authentication (MFA) with 
long passwords at least for administrative users, or as an 
intermediate solution, a strict password policy with a 
maximum password age of 90 days, a (bare) minimum of 8-

Azure MFA, Conditional 
Access 
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character passwords, password complexity requirements 
and account lockout duration. 

Identity Do you have Multi-factor 
Authentication (MFA) enabled 
for all user accounts with 
external access to on-premise 
and cloud-based services? 

No/Unknown Implement Azure Multi-Factor Authentication (MFA) for all 
user accounts with external access to on-premise and cloud-
based services. Implement Windows 10 which includes 
Windows Hello for Business providing multi-factor 
authentication based on biometrics and secure pin codes. 

Azure MFA, Windows 
Hello for Business 

Identity Is access to data restricted and 
protected by the 
implementation of 
authorizations based on 
organizational roles? 

No/Unknown Setup a security group structure founded on business roles 
for your shares and folders and assign authorizations for 
individuals. Implement PortalTalk365 which provides you 
complete control of the Access Rights in Office 365, 
SharePoint and Office Groups. 

Azure AD, PortalTalk365 

Identity Do you regularly check high 
privileged authorizations? 

No/Unknown Establish a process to review the authorizations for 
administrative accounts. 

Azure AD Privileged 
Identity Management 
(PIM) 

Identity Do you regularly review 
suspicious/failed login events? 

No/Unknown Implement a solution that provides auditing of login events. 
Establish a process to review suspicious/failed login events. 

Azure AD Identity 
Protection, Azure 
Advanced Threat 
Protection (ATP), 
Advanced Threat 
Analytics (ATA) 

Identity Do you use Federated 
Authentication and Single Sign 
On (SSO) for your cloud-based 
services and applications? 

No/Unknown Identify your current cloud-based services and applications 
with Cloud App Security and plan their integration with 
Active Directory Federation Services (ADFS). Azure Active 
Directory (AAD) with Azure AD Connect establishes a hybrid-
identity platform which acts as a gateway to integrate other 
service and applications. 

Cloud App Security, 
Azure AD for Single 
Sign-on (SSO) 

Data Are there data sharing 
restrictions within your 
organization? 

No/Unknown Establish and communicate a data sharing policy which 
prohibits the use of services not adopted by the 
organization and to prevent data from leaking. Enforce the 
data sharing policy by the use of Cloud App Security, Azure 
Information Protection, Office 365 Data Loss Prevention and 
Windows Information Protection (WIP) in Windows 10. 

Cloud App Security, 
Azure Information 
Protection, Data Loss 
Prevention (DLP), 
Windows Information 
Protection 
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Data Do you apply encryption on all 
of your systems/devices? 

No/Unknown Apply storage encryption to at least the high-risk devices 
and systems, especially mobile devices like mobile phones, 
laptops and tablets are at risk. Use BitLocker within 
Windows 10 for strong encryption with a Trusted Platform 
Module (TPM) chip. To roll out and enforce BitLocker on 
mobile devices it is advised to use Intune. 

BitLocker, Intune 

Data Do you enforce automated 
classification and labeling 
information? 

No/Unknown Implement Azure Information Protection to enforce 
automated labeling and classification and apply it on all 
sensitive information. 

Azure Information 
Protection P2 

Data Do you perform backups of 
data, systems and devices, and 
do you encrypt them? 

No/ad-hoc Implement Azure Backup for your servers. By migrating your 
documents to Office 365 you will automatically safeguard 
your data from loss as well as versioning of files. 

Azure Backup, Office 
365 

Data Do you have a business 
continuity and disaster 
recovery (BCDR) strategy? 

No/Unknown Implement a disaster recovery solution like Azure Site 
Recovery, for your on-premise machines and virtual Azure 
machines. By replicating machines from a primary to a 
secondary location, you will be able to keep your business 
operations up and running in case an emergency situation 
occurs. 

Azure Backup & Site 
Recovery 

Devices Do you have a patch 
management strategy, 
together with tooling to ensure 
that all desktops, laptops and 
other mobile devices are up to 
date? 

No/ad-hoc Establish a patch management process adopting the 
publishing cycle for Microsoft security updates (patch 
Tuesday). Implement Microsoft Intune to update your 
desktops, laptops and other mobile devices, safely and 
effectively. Use Azure Security Center for your cloud-based 
systems. 

Intune, Azure Security 
Center 

Devices Do you have a Mobile Device 
Management (MDM) system in 
place? 

No/Unknown Initiate the implementation and rollout of Windows 10 and 
Microsoft Intune, starting with your mobile systems like 
laptops. Especially in cases of loss or theft it enables your to 
securely wipe your systems/device and safeguards the 
organization's data. 

Microsoft Intune 

Apps Do you perform Software 
Asset management? 

No/Unknown Implement Software Asset Management (SAM) tooling to 
document and manage the software used by the company. 
Use Cloud App Security to gain insight in the cloud apps that 

Software Asset 
Management (SAM) 
tooling, Cloud App 
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are being used and use Microsoft Defender ATP to gain 
insights that are being used on devices/systems. 

Security, Microsoft 
Defender ATP 

Apps Do you have measures in place 
to control the use of 
unauthorized software? 

No/Unknown Create an inventory of all software that you would like to 
allow from a corporate perspective. Use the benefits of 
Active Directory together with Windows 10 to restrict the 
usage of unwanted software with Windows Defender 
Application Control and/or AppLocker. Use Cloud App 
Security and Microsoft Defender ATP to gain continuous 
insight in the use of (unwanted)applications. 

Microsoft AppLocker, 
Windows Defender 
Application Control, 
Cloud App Security, 
Microsoft Defender ATP 

Infrastructure Do you apply recommended 
security practices on all 
endpoints? 

No/Unknown Apply hardening and security best practices to all endpoints. 
For Windows 10 and Windows Server 2016 endpoints, use 
the Microsoft Security Compliance Toolkit to compare your 
endpoint configurations to the Microsoft- recommended 
security practices. Azure Security Center provides unified 
security management and advanced threat protection. 

Microsoft Security 
Compliance Toolkit, 
Azure Security Center, 

Infrastructure Do you use endpoint 
protection software including 
antivirus, anti-malware, 
firewall and data execution 
prevention on all of your 
endpoints? 

No/Unknown Enable or implement Microsoft Defender ATP or equal. It 
provides EDR, antivirus, anti-malware and threat protection. 
The core components include a firewall and network 
protection services, account protection. Application and 
Browser control is also integrated into the suite. 

Microsoft Defender ATP 

Infrastructure Do you have a patch 
management strategy, 
together with tooling to ensure 
that all servers and network 
devices are up to date? 

No/ad-hoc Establish a patch management process adopting the 
publishing cycle for Microsoft security updates (patch 
Tuesday). Use Azure Security Center for your cloud and non-
cloud-based systems to update all your systems safely and 
effectively.  Microsoft Defender ATP can help to monitor 
which systems are behind with security updates. 

Azure Security Center, 
Microsoft Defender ATP 

Infrastructure Do you perform automated 
scans for security 
vulnerabilities for all your 
endpoints and network 
devices? 

No/Unknown Implement Microsoft Defender ATP for all your endpoints 
which provides continuous detection of vulnerabilities and 
misconfigurations. Follow up on the active events in Azure 
Security Center and Microsoft Secure Score and resolve the 
vulnerabilities by following up on the advices that are 
provided by the Security Centers. 

Microsoft Defender 
ATP, Azure Security 
Center 
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Infrastructure Do you have an email anti-
spam and anti-malware 
solution? 

No/Unknown Move your email domain(s) and mailboxes to Exchange 
Online, part of Office 365, which provides carefree and 
reliable built-in malware and spam filtering capabilities that 
help protect inbound and outbound messages from 
malicious software. Exchange Online helps to protect and 
offloads your on-premise IT infrastructure from spam 
transferred through email. 

Office 365 ATP 

Infrastructure Do you use URL, IP and DNS 
filtering for all your outbound 
internet traffic? 

No/Unknown Implement a solution that enables URL, IP and DNS filtering 
for all outbound internet traffic from your user endpoints. 
By using Defender ATP, URL/IP/DNS filters can be enabled, 
to restrict access to unwanted content and malicious sites. 
Cloud App Security can provide anomality detection and 
behavioral analysis in cloud apps. 

Microsoft Defender 
ATP, Cloud App Security 

 

High     

Topic Question Answer Advice Advised Products 

Infrastructure Is your network 
protected by 
firewalls? 

The router/firewall provided by 
the internet service provider is 
implemented and is configured 
to block all traffic. 
 

Firewalls are the first line of defense of your IT 
infrastructure. Depending on your organization 
a router/firewall provided by your internet 
service provider (ISP) could be sufficient, but it 
is highly recommended to check for additional 
configuration options on those devices and 
familiarize yourself with the features and 
settings. 

Firewall IDS/IPS 

Infrastructure Do you have network 
access control and 
network 
segmentation 
measures in place? 

Servers and user endpoints have 
been separated. This in 
combination with DHCP-based 
filtering. 

DHCP-based filtering does not protect your 
wired network against intrusion when the 
attacker uses a static IP address. In addition, 
implement Microsoft Windows Server, 
Network Policy Server (NPS). Network Policy 
Server can protect your network against 
unauthorized endpoints. 

Network policy solution 
(NPS), 802.1X 
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Infrastructure How do you protect 
your wireless 
network(s)? 

Wireless networks have been 
implemented with WPA2 
Personal Shared Key (PSK) 
authentication and TKIP 
encryption. 

If possible, change the encryption from TKIP to 
Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) 
encryption on your network communication. 
TKIP is an older vulnerable encryption method. 
If AES is missing as an option on your wireless 
network device(s) consider replacement. 

 

Infrastructure Have you separated 
your wireless 
networks? 

Implemented but not physically 
separated from the 
organization's corporate 
network boundaries. 

Depending on the wireless network setup, 
virtual local area networks (VLAN's) could 
provide proper separation. Implement a 
physical separation to ensure that any 
vulnerabilities on your wireless networks will 
not allow access for guest to the corporate 
network. 

 

Infrastructure Do you change default 
passwords for your 
applications and 
devices? 

Default passwords are changed 
on some devices/appliances. 
These are not documented in a 
central secure password vault. 

Implement a process and create a standard 
checklist for all devices/appliances that you 
attach to your IT infrastructure. Change the 
default password and preferably the username 
(if possible) to a password compliant with your 
strictest password policy. This should be a top 
priority before physically connecting it to your 
network. Document the username and 
password in a secure password vault. 
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4 Technical Data and Analysis 
This is a fact-based summary of Contoso ‘s (security) data from their scanned IT environment. 

This information was gathered with the Cyber Security Assessment Tool (CSAT). 

4.1 Identity 

4.1.1 Active Directory Accounts 
In the Active Directory (AD) there are several security settings (User Account control flags, UAC) 

investigated. These UAC flags determine certain security options for a user. 
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Active Directory Accounts Advice 
 

• 318 Accounts have not logged on for 90 days and 472 accounts have never logged on. Review 
these accounts and disable the unused accounts.  

 

• 521 Accounts are disabled, clean these accounts up.  
 

• 13 Accounts cannot change their passwords, review these accounts.  
 

• 12 Accounts don’t require Kerberos pre-authentication for logon. Kerberos pre-authentication 
enables protection against password-guessing attacks. Review these accounts.  

 

• 256 Accounts have the setting Password Not Required enabled. This flag enables an account to 
logon with a blank password. Review these accounts and remove    

 

• 542 Accounts have the settings Password not going to expire. Older passwords are more 
vulnerable to being hacked. Review these accounts and remove this setting if possible.  

 

• 13 Accounts have the setting Reversible Text Passwords enabled, this means that the encrypted 
passwords can be decrypted. Review these accounts and disable this setting.  

 

• 12 Accounts have the setting Smartcard required, this flag forces the user to log on using a 
smartcard. In case the smartcard is stolen or lost, this could potentially result into a security 
breach.   
 

• 7 Accounts use DES Key Only, this encryption method uses 56-bit keys. It’s short key length makes 
it vulnerable to a brute-force attack. Therefore it’s advised to review these accounts and disable 
this UAC flag. It’s advised to apply the AES (Advanced Encryption Standard) on all accounts. 

 
It is advised to implement Multi Factor Authentication for all accounts, especially for privileged accounts.  

 

4.1.2 Active Directory Administrators 

 

Active Directory Administrators Advice 
• A high number of administrators was found in the Built-in Administrators Domain group. 

Members of this group have full control of the domain controllers, therefore membership should 
be limited as much as possible. Review these accounts and clean up old/unused accounts.  

 

• A high number of Domain Admins was found. Members of this group have full control of the 
domain, therefore membership must be limited as much as possible. Review these accounts and 
clean up old/unused accounts. 
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Active Directory Administrators Advice 
• A high number of Enterprise admins was found. Members of this group have full control of all 

domains in a forest. Ideally this group should only contain 0 or 1 user. Review these accounts and 
clean up old/unused accounts. 

• A high number of Schema admins was found. Members of this group can modify the Active 
Directory schema. Ideally this group should only contain 0 or 1 user. Review these accounts and 
clean up old/unused accounts. 

 
Administrator accounts bring high risk to a company’s network, since they have access to your network, or 
systems and sensitive data. Therefore, it is recommended to regularly review the authorizations for 
administrator accounts.  
 
It is recommended to implement the principle of least privilege, limiting access to those who require and 
are authorized for it, and by allowing only enough access to perform the required job.  
Implement Azure Privileged Identity Management (PIM) to manage, control and monitor access to 
important resources. Also, implement Multi Factor Authentication for all (privileged) accounts.  
 

4.1.3 AD Bad Password attempts 

 
*Usernames have been anonymized for privacy reasons. 
 

AD Bad Password Attempts Advice 
• A very high number of bad password attempts has been found. This could mean that a brute force 

attack has been enforced. 
 
Suspicious logons and failed login events should be monitored to help and protect your organization from 
multiple types of advanced targeted cyber-attacks and insider threats. Recommended is to use Azure ATP or 
Advanced Threat Analytics (ATA) to get early warnings about possible attacks. These automatic tooling 
monitors against a lot of different (AD) attacks. Combine this with Azure AD Identity Protection for the 
cloud users. 

4.1.4 AD Password Policy 
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AD Password Policy Advice 
Contoso should configure password policy to recommended practices such as: 

• Maximum password age: 60 or 90 days 

• Minimum password age:  1,3 or 7 days 

• Account lockout duration: 30 or 60 minutes 

• Password must meet complexity requirements: Enabled (true) 

• Account lockout threshold: 4 or 5 invalid sign-in attempts 

• Password history: 10 or 24  

• Minimum password length: 8 or 12 characters 
 
It is highly recommended to implement Multi Factor Authentication (MFA) and Conditional Access to 
protect your users, as this is highly effective at stopping attacks. 

4.2 Devices and Infrastructure 

4.2.1 Endpoint Operating Systems 

 
 

Endpoint Operating Systems Advice 
• The end of life product Windows Server 2003 has been found, start phasing out these systems as 

soon as possible.  

• The almost end of life products Windows 7 (Enterprise N and Professional) and Windows Server 
2008 have been found. Create a plan to phase these operating systems (OS) out. For Windows 7 
and Server 2008 applies that if you move these OS to Azure, you will receive extended Security 
Support.  

 
The existence of legacy and (almost) end-of-life products create a high operational risk and threat 
sensitivity. Products that have reached end of life are no longer supported and updates and/or hotfixes for 
threats and vulnerabilities are no longer provided. Moving to Azure will enhance security, and increase 
flexibility, reliability and scalability, compared to maintaining a traditional IT environment.  
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4.2.2 Windows Update Status 

 

Windows Update Status Advice 
• 46 Endpoints found with missing critical Security patches, roll out the available security patches as 

soon as possible. 
 
Operating Systems vulnerabilities can be a potential threat to the security of the IT infrastructure. Especially 
if those security vulnerabilities are publicly spreading rapidly and become well known for their attack 
surface. Regularly applying patches and security hotfixes has therefore become an increasing priority to 
keep systems protected and safe.  

 

4.2.3 Various facts found on the endpoints 
The following facts where found on the endpoints during the scan: 

 

 

 

Endpoint Advice  
• 78 Endpoints found with out of date Antivirus definitions, update the antivirus definitions on these 

machines.  

• 294 Endpoints found with one or more disabled Windows firewalls, it is advised to enable the 
firewalls on these machines. 

 
Firewalls and Antivirus are some of the most cost-effective ways to keep attacks and viruses out of your 
environment. It is advised to have the Windows firewalls enabled for a defense in depth, in case the 
software/hardware firewall is inactive, the Windows Firewall will take over and protect the endpoints 
security. 
 
Recommended is to implement Windows Defender ATP and enforce it on all endpoints. Windows Defender 
ATP provides preventative endpoint protection, post-breach detection, automated investigation and 
response.  
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4.3 Data 

4.3.1 Disk encryption 
The following facts where found on the endpoints during the scan: 

 

Disk encryption Advice  
• 198 scanned client endpoints don’t have BitLocker encryption enabled.  

• 361 scanned server endpoints don’t have BitLocker encryption enabled. 

 
An unencrypted hard drive will pose a risk of losing data in case the device/system is lost or stolen, this applies 
especially to laptops. Applying hard drive encryption with BitLocker is a cost-effective way of protecting the 
data on stolen or lost devices. When disk encryption is applied it will prevent unauthorized access to the data 
storage. Some regulations, for example PCI-DSS and EU GDPR require the use of data encryption.  
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Appendix A - Overview of advised security software products 
In this report there are one or more references made to Microsoft products that can help to solve 

the security findings discovered in this Assessment. For an overview of the advised products see 

below the “Cybersecurity Reference Architecture” as distributed by Microsoft.  

 

Source: https://aka.ms/mcra 

 

Also, here is a list and actions of the advised products to improve your cybersecurity status with the 

best of breed cybersecurity solutions. 

Software product Helps to improve: 
Intune Deploy to all mobile endpoints like laptops and mobile phones. 

Azure Security Center Centrally keep track of all VM’s with alerting and monitoring. 

Azure Virtual Machines Migrate your servers to Azure for more secure hosting, automated patch 
management and easy backup and site recovery. 

Windows 10 Upgrade the Operating Systems of workstations to Windows 10 to enable many 
security features to protect your users and endpoints. 

Office 365 Start migrating the file shares to SharePoint Online for safer file storage and 
easier file sharing with third parties. 

Azure Advanced Threat 
Protection (ATP) 

Detect Suspicious login events across the cloud and on-premises. 

Azure Information 
Protection (AIP) 

Label, Classify and Protect documents, by applying automatic detection. 

Defender ATP Deploy the Azure anti-malware solution to the endpoints to ensure the latest 
patches, and check for software vulnerabilities. 

Azure Backup & Site 
Recovery 

Start using Azure Back-up to store the backups offsite. 

Disk & storage 
encryption 

Use BitLocker to ensure that a stolen or lost endpoint data is not accessible. 

Azure Multi-Factor 
Authentication 

Add a layer of security to the user login with Azure MFA. 

https://aka.ms/mcra
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Hello for Business Hello for business is a more secure way of unlocking access to an endpoint. A 
password can be guessed, a fingerprint is harder to copy because you cannot 
give your fingerprint away. 

Azure Sentinel Using Azure Sentinel as your SIEM solution will give you insight in your 
environment. With the Microsoft Artificial Intelligence (AI) automated detection 
and remediation companies can work at a higher security level.  

 

Microsoft 365 Business 

Microsoft 365 Business is a complete, intelligent solution, including Office 365, Windows 10, and 

Enterprise Mobility + Security, that empowers everyone to be creative and work together, securely. 

All of the products in the table above are delivered in this product suite. Click here for more 

information. 

Appendix B - End of Support products 
The following products that reached their end of support were found: 

End of Support products 

  

Windows 10 Builds: 1607 

SQL Server 2005  

Windows Server 2003  

 

The following products with an expected end of support very soon were found: 

Soon to become End of Support products 

  

Windows Server 2008 R2  

Windows 7  

 

https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/business
https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/business
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Appendix C – Maturity model and questionnaire 
The Cybersecurity QuickScan utilizes a maturity model that is based on a similar model developed by 

Microsoft (Security Maturity Model v1) and is consistent with the Software Optimization Model 

(SOM). The below reflects the maturity levels: 

Level 1
Basic

Level 2
Standardized

Level 3
Rationalized

Level 4
Dynamic

The program is 
tactical at best and 

the risks of a 
Cybersecurity issue 

are severe.

The program is 
proactive and the 

risks of a 
Cybersecurity issue 

are significant.

The program is 
strategic and 

optimal and the 
risks of a 

Cybersecurity issue 
are minor.

The program is 
holistic and fully 

operational and the 
risks of a 

Cybersecurity issue 
are moderate.

ProactiveReactive

 

 

The questionnaire is constructed out of these main components: 

1. Organizational Security 

2. IT Security 

The Organizational Security category covers all the topic where an organizational decision is 

necessary. Most of these items are long term goals and for most of these items there is a direct 

impact for the organization. 

The IT Security category covers the protection strategies on the organization’s network, systems, 

devices and identities. At this point in time, the organization’s data is accessible from any location by 

any system/device, therefore the organization’s data must be protected.  

 

 


